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Recently, an increasingly amount of literature focused on Bayesian computational 
methods to address problems with intractable likelihood. These algorithms are known as 
Approximate Bayesian Computational (ABC) methods. One of the problems of these 
algorithms is that the performance depends on the tuning of some parameters, such as 
the summary statistics, distance and tolerance level. 
To bypass this problem, an alternative method based on empirical likelihood was 
introduced by Mengersen et al. (2013), which can be easily implemented when a set of 
constraints, related with the moments of the distribution, is known. 
However, the choice of the constraints is crucial and sometimes chalenging in the sense 
that it determines the convergence property of the empirical likelihood. To overcome 
this problem, we propose an alternative method based on a bootstrap likelihood 
approach. The method is easy to implement and in some cases it is faster than the other 
approaches. The performance of the algorithm is ilustrated with examples in Population 
Genetics, Time Series and a recent non-explicit bivariate Beta distribution. Finaly, we 
test the method on simulated and real data random fields. 
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anotherexpectionwhichisusedin MMLE,E (1−X1)(1−X2)X1X2 . FortheABCconfiguration,
wechoosethesamesufficientsummarystatisticsasCrackelandFlegal(2014),whichare













BCbl BCel ABC BCbl BCel ABC
Parameter Mean MSE Mean MSE Mean MSE Mean MSE Mean MSE  Mean  MSE
αˆ1 0.886 0.144 1.012 0.160 1.059 0.504 1.022 0.134 0.947 0.125 0.914 0.362
αˆ2 0.934 0.158 0.967 0.211 1.101 0.637 1.611 0.651 1.681 0.684 2.141 1.826
αˆ3 1.123 0.064 1.000 0.073 1.215 0.311 1.926 0.067 1.948 0.066 2.081 0.343
αˆ4 1.193 0.133 1.158 0.135 1.321 0.419 5.190 0.511 5.085 0.493 5.236 3.030
αˆ5 0.908 0.069 0.907 0.092 1.079 0.159 0.028 0.007 0.033 0.007 0.040 0.014
A1=(5,2,0.5,0.5,1),r=0.28 A1=(10,10,0.1,0.1,1),r=0.71
BCbl BCel ABC BCbl BCel ABC
Parameter Mean MSE Mean MSE Mean MSE Mean MSE Mean MSE  Mean  MSE
αˆ1 5.023 0.764 4.916 1.831 5.340 3.840 9.440 2.278 8.914 5.158 10.075 5.995
αˆ2 2.169 0.208 2.162 0.340 2.372 1.372 9.183 2.088 8.858 3.701 9.900 6.227
αˆ3 0.434 0.081 0.555 0.105 0.475 0.187 0.073 0.011 0.175 0.059 0.050 0.015
αˆ4 0.553 0.031 0.496 0.062 0.462 0.114 0.082 0.012 0.153 0.035 0.045 0.016
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Appendix
Compositelikelihood
OneofthealternativesofMLEinsidethenestedbootstrapestimationistousetheMax-
imumCompositeLikelihoodEstimator(MCLE).Compositelikelihoodisaninferencefunc-
tionderivedbytheproductofacolectionofsuitablelowdimensionalcomponentlikelihoods,
forinstance,conditionalormarginaldensities. Thedevelopmentofcompositelikelihoodis
generalymotivatedbytheissueofcomputationalfeasibilityarisingintheapplicationof
thelikelihood-basedmethodinhigh-dimensionaldataanalysisandmodelswithcomplicated
structure.Compositelikelihoodinheritsmanyofthegoodpropertiesofinferencebasedon
thefullikelihoodfunction,yetismoreeasilyimplementedwithhigh-dimensionaldatasets.
Thereisawiderangeofapplicationareas,suchasgeostatistics,space-timemodels,time
series,populationgeneticsandsoon.
Lety=(y1,..,yn)bearandomsamplefromYi∼f(yi;θ),whereyi∈Y ⊆Rqand
let{A1(y1),..,A2(y2)}beasetofmarginalorconditionaleventswithassociatedlikelihoods
Lk(θ;yi)∝f(yi∈Ak;θ),thenacompositelikelihoodisdefinedas
LC(θ;y)=
n
i=1
K
k=1
Lk(θ;yi)ωk
whereωkarenon-negativeweights. WhentheeventsAk(yi)aredefinedintermsofpairsof
bivariatemarginaldensitiesfst(yis,yit;θ),theso-caledpairwiselikelihoodisgivenby
LP(θ;y)=
n
i=1
q
s,t=1,s=t
fst(yis,yit;θ)ωst
.
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